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Environmental compensation using
 Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) &
 Resource Equivalency Analysis (REA):
 a non-monetary valuation approach 

Scott Cole, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Umeå 

Trilateral Research Agenda, Leeuwarden, The Netherlands   8 December 2010 

Environmental Compensation: Restoration 

!  Acid spill in a harbor in Sweden 
!  Destroyed harbor-bottom 

habitat services for flora/fauna 

!  Loss: 33 hectare-years of 
habitat services 

!  Compensatory Credit: a sea 
grass restoration project that 
provided 1 hectare year of 
habitat services each year 

!  Restoration Cost: ~!100,000  

!  Pesticides in a lake killed birds 
& caused reproductive injuries 

!  Loss: ~5,000 discounted “bird 
years” (life expectancy) 

!  Compensatory Credit: 
purchased land to restore a 
present value equivalent of 
“bird years” 

!  Conservation cost: $10 million 
paid by the liable polluter 

Environmental Compensation: Conservation 
!  PCB contamination in a lake 
!  Some fishermen did not go 

fishing, others had a diminished 
fishing experience 

!  Loss: $7 - $18 million in lost 
recreational value to fisherman 

!  Compensatory Credit: construct 
new fishing lakes, improve public 
access for fishing, and stock fish 
in lakes 

!  Replacement Cost: $7 - $18 
million (value-to-cost) 

Environmental Compensation: Replacement 
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… How do we get from here to there? 

The question is … 

What do we measure?  
What compensatory projects are relevant? 
What expertise is needed?  

Road Map 

!  Environmental Compensation   (a legal term?) 

!  Compensation                 (an economic term) 

!  Compensating implies a valuation (of resources) 
!  Monetary & non-monetary approaches 

!  Interdisciplinary method for scaling environmental
 compensation: Equivalency Analysis (HEA, REA, VEA) 

!  Compensation case study: bird loss & wind power 

!  Discussion 

Environmental compensation (legal term) 

!  Giving the public a resource/service gain to
 compensate for resource/service loss 
"  Resource #  lake, river, wetland, fish, birds, vegetation, etc 
"  Service # groundwater, species habitat, aesthetic views, water

 cycling, carbon sequestration, recreation (fishing, boating) etc 

!  NOT a cash payment (!)  

!  Objective is to improve society’s well-being (welfare) 

Environmental Compensation 

= 
Resource/Service 

LOSS 

Resource/Service 

GAIN 

Relevance to Wadden Sea ? 
!  Wadden Sea Plan (WSP) Mgt Principles: 

"  Principle of Compensation: “… the harmful effects
 of unavoidable activities must be balanced by
 compensatory measures …” 

"  Principle of Restoration: “… where possible, parts
 of the Wadden Sea should be restored …” 

!  EC-funded REMEDE Project (2006-2008) 
"  Describes “Equivalency Analysis” method for scaling

 environmental compensation 
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Environmental compensation (legal term) 
!   Giving the public a resource/service gain to

 compensate for resource/service loss 

$ Note: less restrictive than environmental compensation 
$ Objective: address an individual’s well-being (welfare) 

 Compensation (economic term) 
!  Giving an individual something (Y) to compensate

 for something they lost (X), where X is preferred 
Compensation 

= 
Something 

LOST (X) 

Something 

GAINED (Y) 

Goal:  
“no worse off” 

Trading-off some X for some Y 
!  We all participate in a trade-off in the Labor Mkt … 

This is what we 
want – Leisure (X) 

But we’ll give up some 
Leisure (X) for some “income-
generating” work (Y).  

Illustrating the trade-off: X for Y 

!  …  

Leisure (X) 

Income-
earning 
opps. (Y) 

# increasing 

Lose 
leisure … 

Represents same level of 
well-being (“happiness”), 
i.e., individual is “no worse 
off” all along this line 

…must 
gain 
income 

Slope quantifies the trade-off 
(for this individual)  

Underlying assumption: 
Substitutability 

The rate at which he/she is willing to trade 
X for Y tells us how he/she values X 
(the ‘compensation’ = wage) 

Monetary Valuation 
!  Valuing an hr of lost leisure is (relatively) easy  

"  Price in the labor market gives (indicator of) value 

!  Valuing an acre of sea marsh? Harder, but same idea: 
1.  Ask a sample of individuals to trade off an amount of sea

 marsh (loss/gain) for an amount of income (gain/loss) 
!  Contingent Valuation (“willingness to pay” surveys) 

2.  Aggregate the mean value across the sample 
3.  Multiply this value across assumed affected population 

!  Warning: env. economists only estimate the value of
 “marginal” environmental changes (not the existence
 the entire resource itself) 
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Monetary Valuation (Env. loss) 
!  Measuring the trade-off provides a monetary valuation: 

"  Given an individual’s curve, we can estimate the payment
 ($$) he/she demands (gain) to be compensated for the
 damage to sea marsh (loss) 

Sea 
Marsh 

(X) 

Value (Y) 

# increasing 

Sea marsh 
loss 

Payment 
demanded 

Underlying assumption # Substitutability 
Individual is willing to substitute “less 
wetland” for “more money” 

… and … is “no worse off” 

Monetary Valuation – Exxon Valdez Spill 

!  1989 Exxon Valdez Spill 
"  11 mil. gal. oil spilled 
"  Economists estimated lost 

value from env. damage at 
$1 billion (excludes 
commercial losses) 

!  Significant debate in 
environmental economics 
on the validity of 
monetary valuation 

!  Is there a better way ? 

Non-Monetary Valuation (Env. loss) 
!   Measure trade-off provides a non-monetary valuation: 

"  Given an individual’s curve, we can estimate the payment
 (acres of sea marsh) he/she demands (gain) to be
 compensated for the damage to sea marsh (loss) 

Value (Y) 

# increasing 

Sea marsh 
loss 

Sea 
marsh 

payment 

Underlying assumption # Substitutability 
Individual is willing to substitute “less 
sea marsh” for “more sea marsh” 
across time and space  

… and … is “no worse off” 

Sea 
Marsh 

(X) 

Sea Marsh 
(Y) 

Non-Monetary Valuation  
!  Avoids technically-challenging issues of monetary

 valuation (see Valdez case) 
!  Preferred approach in env. compensation frameworks 

"  EU # Explicitly preferred in Environmental Liability Directive  
"  US # Supported by several court decisions 

!  Two applications for non-monetary valuation 
1.  To help authorities/polluters scale an amount of

 compensation for damage, while avoiding the challenge of
 monetary valuation 

2.  To give policy-makers a “monetary” estimate of lost
 environmental value (e.g. for use in CBA) 

!  The cost of compensation as a proxy for “monetary value” 
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!  When compensating the loss of resource/service “X” with
 a gain in resource/service “Y”, we are implicitly valuing
 the environmental resource  
!  It’s unavoidable ! (even deciding not to compensate gives a value) 
!  We can express this “value” using money or any other good (ratio) 

!  Is environmental compensation just a ‘legal’ term?  
!  Requires interpretation # lawyers 
!  Involves valuation # economists 
!  Involves measuring environmental change # ecologists 

!  Monetary & non-monetary valuation common in US/EU 
!  Non-monetary approach is likely to increase in the EU 
!  So … how do we use this info in the Wadden Sea? 

Recap so far … REMEDE Project & Equivalency Analysis (EA) 

!  What is it?  
!  Resource Equivalency Methods for Assessing 

Environmental Damage in the EU (REMEDE)  
!  EC-funded project 2006–2008 (www.envliability.eu) 

!  What did we produce ? 
!  REMEDE Toolkit describes “Equivalency Analysis (EA)” 

method for scaling environmental compensation 

!  Why?  
"  Explain unique requirements of Annex II of EU’s ELD 
"  But generally relevant for scaling env. compensation 

REMEDE Toolkit 

REMEDE Toolkit is available 
for download at: 

www.envliability.eu 
See D13 under 
“Publications” 

REMEDE Case Studies:  
Illustrating “Equivalency Analysis”  

!  Chemical tank collapse 
(Sweden) 

!  Mining spill (Spain) 
!  Forest fires (Spain) 
!  Chronic mining pollution 

(Czech Rep.) 
!  Vistual gas pipe crossing 

& Baltica motorway 
(Poland) 

!  River Itchen, UK 
!  Coastal defence, UK 
!  Airbus facility, Germany 
!  Habitat banking, 

Germany 
!  Migratory birds, UK & 

Germany 
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What is Equivalency Analysis? 
!  Answers question # How much is enough compensation 

to ensure the public is fairly compensated? 

!  Key input: selection of a metric (“currency”) to value both the 
loss (Debit) and the gain (Credit) over time and space. 
!  Habitat Equivalency Analysis, HEA (acres of habitat) 
!  Resource Equivalency Analysis, REA (e.g., fish, birds, water) 

!  Value Equivalency Analysis, VEA (e.g., $ ! kr) 

Equivalency Analysis 

= 
Environmental 

Damage 

DEBIT 

 Compensatory 
Credit 

CREDIT 

Non-
monetary 
scaling 

monetary 
scaling 

Measuring value of Debit/Credit 
across time and space 

Time Restoration 
project begins 

Time Incident 
date 

Recovery 

Debit 
(interim loss) 

Credit 
(restoration gain) 

Currency 
(Monetary 
… or … 
Ecological) 

Currency 
(Monetary 
… or … 
Ecological) 

Trajectory of 
gains 

Resource 
recovery 

Common Metrics (“currencies”) in EA 

!  Monetary Metrics (VEA) 
"  $, !, kr  

!  Non-monetary metrics (REA and HEA) 
"  Bird production (bird years foregone) 
"  Area of de-vegetated terrestrial habitat (ha) 
"  Area of oiled habitat (qualitative surveys) 
"  Fish density (number per m2) 
"  Fish biomass (kg) 
"  Water loss (m3 or m3/yr) 

!  Key attributes of metrics  
"  must be amenable to restoration 
"  must be scale-able 

Obvious 
need for 

ecological 
expertise (!) 

Why do we need economists? 
Without economics we could simply replace lost resources on a 

1:1 ratio # 1 acre/bird/euro lost results in 1 acre/bird/euro gained 

Environmental Compensation addresses society’s welfare loss 
that arises from damage to resources or (ecosystem) services 
"  Ratio of “loss:gain” may depend on: 
1.   Timing (is the loss now and the gain far in the future?) 

2.   Type of loss and gain (accidental oil spill? development project?) 

3.   Scarcity of resource (is the damaged resource rare ?) 

4.   Proximity (will compensation project benefit the same human 
population that suffered the loss?) 

Let’s take a closer look at 1. “Timing” … 
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Timing: Adjusting value of impacts 

!  Debits and credits occur at different times 

!  We need to adjust the value of these debits/credits into 
“today’s value” so we can add or compare them (discounting) 
"  Impacts in the future are “adjusted” downward (worth less today) 
"  Impacts in the past are “adjusted” upward  

!  Analogy: exchange rates adjust “currency” value 

Time 

Debit 
(interim loss) 

Credit 
(restoration gain) 

Currency 
(Monetary 
… or … 
Non-
monetary) 

Why is the future worth less? 
 (the discount factor) 

!  Equivalency analysis assumes humans are “impatient” 
when it comes to resources/services (we want it now!) 

!  Which option is a greater loss of value to you? 
!  (1) A damaged wetland today or  
!  (2) A damaged wetland in 100 years from now? 
!  Most would say (1) is a greater loss, which implies a (positive) discount rate 

!  Which option is a greater gain in value to you? 
!  (1) A restored/remediated wetland today or 
!  (2) A restored/remediated wetland in 100 years from now. 
!  Again, most would say (1).  If (2), there is no incentive to remediate today !   
!  If we wait 100 years, then the public is not really being compensated 

Equivalency Analysis in the US 
"  Around the same time as the $3 billion Valdez study …. 

Resource economists suggested the REA approach 
(Unsworth & Bishop 1994) 

"  Now the conventional approach to compensation in US 

"  Equivalency Analysis is used in the US for: 
1.   Scaling compensation 

!  Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA), Resource Equivalency Analysis (REA) 
!  Value Equivalency Analysis (VEA) 

2.   Environmental valuation  

%  Using a monetary metric # conventional (monetary) valuation 
%  Using a non-monetary metric # relies on costs of replacement  

as the “value” of the lost resource 

!  US Agency estimating ecological costs of 
future offshore oil and gas development 
!  What is value ($$) of wildlife habitat lost from 

possible future oil spills? 
!  EA estimates costs of restoration “on a per-acre 

basis” times the expected (future) areal impact  
!  # monetary valuation of ecological impact 

EA application: Environmental Valuation 
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EA application: Scaling Compensation 

!  US Navy wants to expand 
a wharf to park nuclear 
aircraft carriers 

!  Debit: 1,000 acre-years of 
coral reef habitat lost 

!  Credit: construct a 123 
acre artificial reef 

!  Monetary valuation of loss 
less important than 
identifying the 
appropriate scale of 
restoration 

Conclusions  
!  Equivalency Analysis (HEA/REA/VEA) is used to: 
1.  Scale compensatory restoration (monetary/non-monetary) 

2.  Value a resource using replacement costs (non-monetary) 

!  Equivalency Analysis requires interdisciplinary
 expertise to value impacts over time and space 

!  EA applications expected to increased due to
 several EU Directives (& oil spill protocol) 

!  Recent EA applications in the “marine
 environment” in the US may be helpful for efforts
 in the Wadden Sea 

 Ex post compensation for
 White-Tailed Eagle impacts at
 the Smøla Wind Farm:  
An application of Equivalency Analysis (EA) 

Scott Cole, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences Umeå 
Espen Lie Dahl, Norwegian Institute for Nature Research 

       September 2010 

Environmental impacts of wind power 
!  A carbon-free energy source, but … 

!  Bird/bat collisions and/or disturbance 
!  Habitat loss/fragmentation 
!  Visual and/or noise impacts 

!  Environmental Impact Assess. hierarchy: 
1.  Avoid (don’t build it) 

2.  Minimize (build it elsewhere … or … operate it better) 

3.  Compensate  
"  Offset unavoidable environmental loss with measures that

 generate an environmental gain 
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Environmental compensation examples 

!  Beinn an Tuirc, Scotland (46 turbines) 

Damage: loss of eagle habitat from project “footprint”  

Compensation: protected 250 hectares of grouse 
habitat – a food source for the eagle 

Montezuma, California (700 turbines) 
  Damage: bird mortality from turbine collision   
  Compensation: protected 10 hectares of land for 
bird habitat 

What is wrong with environmental 
compensation for wind power today ? 

1.  Weak connection between scale of expected damage
 and scale of compensation  

"  Compensation based on “MW of electricity generated” or
 “rotor-swept area of turbine” … No correlation between
 number of collisions and these metrics (!) 

2.  Often supports an existing restoration project that was
 already going to happen  

"  If a restoration project is already underway, it does not
 represent “compensation” because the public is not receiving
 ‘net offsetting’ gains. 

A better way … ? REA 

Time Restoration 
project begins 

Time Incident 
date 

Recovery 

Debit 
(interim loss) 

Credit 
(restoration gain) 

Currency 
(Monetary 
… or … 
Ecological) 

Currency 
(Monetary 
… or … 
Ecological) 

Trajectory of 
gains 

Resource 
recovery 

Illustrative Case Study: Smøla 

!  Interdisciplinary case study: 
"  Swedish Ag. University (economics) 

!  Scott Cole, PhD Student 

"  Norway Inst. for Nature Research (ecology) 

!  Espen Lie Dahl, PhD Student 

!  Objective: determine adequate 
compensation for WTE mortality 
from turbine collisions 

!  Illustrative only (!) … future data 
collection will allow us to make 
compensation recommendations to 
the operator (Statkraft) 

Photo: Bjørn Iuell 
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Illustrative Case Study: Smøla 

Cole Licentiate Seminar                  INTRODUCTION 

Smøla 

!  18 km2 project footprint (Smøla = 274 km2) 
!  Annual power production of 420 GWh is Europe’s largest 

land-based wind farm 
Photo: Bjørn Iuell 

Sept 2002: 
20 turbines 
built (2.0 MW) 

Sept 2005:  
48 turbines 
built (2.3 MW) 

WTEs at Smøla 
(Haliaeetus albicilla) 

The debit so far: 
2005: 4 dead WTEs found 
2006: 6 
2007: 2 
2008: 9 
2009: 7  
2010: 10 (as of August) 
Total ! 38 (plus 1 golden eagle) 

The debit going forward: 
2011: ?? dead WTEs found 
2012: ?? 
… 

In our study we project a loss of 5 
WTEs per year until 2027 

Photo: Espen Lie Dahl 

Our currency: A Bird-Year (BY) 

!  What ‘currency’ do we want to use to trade-off a 
debit with a compensatory credit? 
"  Option #1: Monetary currency   

"  Ask Norwegians to value this impact in NOK … too controversial 

"  Option #2: Count Birds 
"  Count individual birds affected (counts them for 1 year) 

"  Option #3: Count Bird-Years (BY) 
"  Count the years a bird would have lived … plus … all the years 

its offspring would have lived  
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Environmental Metric:  
Illustrating Bird-years (BYs) 

Count Birds (B) 
$  3 dead birds found 
• Debit   #    3 birds lost 
• Credit  #    3 birds to be gained 

Count Bird-Years (BYs) 
$  3 dead birds found, 3 yrs left to live 
Debit  # DIRECT LOSS = 9 BYs 

 # INDIRECT LOSS = 30 BYs 

3 yrs 

5 yrs 
Credit  # Must create 39 BYs (in 
present value) 

Quantify debit from turbine collisions 

!  Assume WTE collision rate continues to 2027 (108 total 
collisions) and a 3% discount rate. Total Debit is: 

Direct BYs (lost life expectancy due to collisions) 
+ 

Indirect BYs (lost production of offspring due to collision of parents) 
= 

3,324 DBYs (measured in present (2010) terms) 
(DBY = Discounted Bird Year) 

3 questions to answer: 
1.  What compensatory restoration projects create “DBYs”? 
2.  How many “DBYs” do we get per unit of restoration? 
3.  How many units do we need to ensure “equivalence”? 

Q#1: What compensatory restoration 
projects create “DBYs” ? 

!  Improve breeding success 
"  Build/enhance sea eagle nests 

!  Improve breeding opportunities 
"  Purchase, restore, improve sea eagle habitat that is currently 

threatened in Norway or perhaps in Eastern Europe 

!  Reduce mortality 
"  Measures to prevent train collisions 
"  Measures to prevent lead poisoning of sea eagles 
"  Measures to prevent electrocution 

Key need: empirical data to quantify the 
ecological benefits of compensatory projects (!) 

Cole Licentiate Seminar                  INTRODUCTION 

Power line electrocution (sea eagle) 
Source: Norwegian Television Program “Ute i Naturen” (8 Sept. 2009) 
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Q#2: How many DBYs do we get from a project to 
reduce WTE electrocution from power lines? 

Pylon 
Type 

Pylons 
searched 

Electrocuted 
birds 

Electrocuted 
WTEs 

Electrocuted 
WTEs/pylon 

Estimated annual 
losses WTE/pylon 

Transfer 
station 

87 49 1 .011 .004 

Switcher 34 21 1 .029 .010 

Top-
mounted 
insulator 

571 47 4 .007 .002 

Junction 36 19 2 .056 .019 

Switcher 
& 
Junction 

12 2 0 .000 .000 

Total 740 138 8 .011 .004 

Data from pylon search October 2009 

Q#2: How many DBYs do we get from a project to 
reduce sea eagle electrocution from power lines? 

Junction (n=36) 
•  2 WTEs found 
•  0.019 WTEs/year/pylon 

… Or … 

•  19 birds found total 
•  0.176 birds/year/pylon 

Q#2: How many DBYs do we get from a project to 
reduce sea eagle electrocution from power lines? 

Transformer (n=87) 
•  1 WTEs found 
•  0.004 WTEs/year/pylon 

… Or … 

•  49 birds found total 
•  0.188 birds/year/pylon 

Q#2: How many DBYs do we get from a project to 
reduce sea eagle electrocution from power lines? 

Switcher (n=34) 
•  1 WTEs found 
•  0.010 WTEs/year/pylon 

… Or … 

•  21 birds found total 
•  0.206 birds/year/pylon 
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Q#2: How many DBYs do we get from a project to 
reduce sea eagle electrocution from power lines? 

Top-mounted Insulator
(n=571) 
•  4 WTEs found 
•  0.002 WTEs/year/pylon 

… Or … 

•  47 birds found total 
•  0.027 birds/year/pylon 

Q#2: How many DBYs do we get from a project to 
reduce sea eagle electrocution from power lines? 

Hypothetical restoration project assumes: 
!  Retrofit top-mounted insulators to prevent electrocution  
!  Begin in 2012, benefits lasts until 2037 (25 yrs) 
!  leads to 0.002 fewer WTE deaths/pylon/yr (100% effective) 

!  Credit “Per pylon retrofitted” is: 
Direct BYs gained (avoided electrocution) 

+ 
Indirect BYs gained (avoided productivity loss) 

= 
1.4 DBYs (in 2010 terms) per pylon over 25 year period 

Q#3: How many units do we need? 

We lose 3,324 DBYs from 2005-2027 
We gain 1.4 DBYs from 2012 and 2037 for each top-mounted 

insulator that is retrofitted 
(both are discounted to 2010 “value” of a BY) 

Scaling # How many pylons do we need to retrofit to reach 
“equivalence” between debits and credits? 

~2,450 top-mounted insulator pylons (=3,324/1.4) 

If we retrofit 2,450 of these pylons (and maintain them for 
25 years) we create the same number of DBYs that were 
lost from turbine collisions between 2005-2027 

Conclusion: Debit = Credit over time 

Time Restoration 
project begins 

3,324 DBYs 
Gained 

By retrofitting 2,450 pylons 

Resource or  
Service 

(e.g., $, birds, 
acres, etc) 

Resource or  
Service 

(e.g., $, birds, 
acres, etc) 

Time 

3,324 DBYs 
Lost 

Incident 
date 

Recovery 

The public is 
compensated 

for their 
environmental 

loss 
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Alternative Scenarios 

!  If retrofitting is only 50% effective over the first 5 years, 
scaled compensation goes from 2,450 # 2,821 pylons (+15%) 

!  If retrofitting targets BYs from “all birds”, scaled 
compensation goes from 2,450 # 212 pylons (-91%) 

!  If we retrofit junctions (kills 8x more WTEs annually), 
scaled compensation goes from 2,345 # 309 pylons 

!  Ideally, we should consider the all reproductive losses: 
Collisions. Birds killed by turbines # 100% reproduction loss 
Re-location. Birds leave wind farm # ? % reproduction loss 
Disturbance. Birds remain in wind farm # ? % reproduction loss 

The value of a WTE ? 

!  Objective of this exercise is not to value a WTE 
!  However, the cost of electrocution mitigation “per 

individual saved” can be interpreted as a proxy for value. 
"  That is, if society is willing to fund such mitigation measures (we 

will all pay for it!), then it indicates that eagles must be worth at 
least that much (a low range estimate) 

"  An economist’s warning (!) # The cost of replacing a good may 
not have anything to do with that good’s value (consider your 
favorite old bike in the garage…) 

Next Steps 
!  Revise & publish paper (draft available here: 

http://pub-epsilon.slu.se:8080/1671/) 
!  Forthcoming in Jn of Rest. Ecol. regarding wind power 

compensation and the EIA process (Cole, March 2011) 

!  Applied for funding in Norway to measure benefits to 
bird populations of preventing electrocution (2011-2014) 

!  Further data collection to improve: 
"  annual electrocution mortality estimates 
"  Identification of dangerous pylon types  
"  cost estimates of electrocution mitigation - f(x) of pylon type 
"  estimates of productivity losses (disturbance & re-location) 

!  Is electrocution mitigation by wind power companies 
considered ‘compensation’ if utilities should be 
reducing electrocution mortality anyway? 

"  Counter argument # not much done … much to do 

!  Should we scale mitigation measures to benefit 
‘WTEs’ or ‘all birds’ ? What are the cost implications 
of our scaling approach? 

Discussion: 
 Environmental compensation @ Smøla 
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 Thanks to the Wadden Academy  

for having me here 

Scott Cole 

www.eesweden.com 

scott@eesweden.com or scott.cole@slu.se 

Scott Cole, EnviroEconomics Sweden                                             www.eesweden.com 


